In this paper we study the time required for a λ-biased (λ > 1) walk to visit all nodes of a supercritical Galton-Watson tree up to generation n. Inspired by the extremal landscape approach in [9] for simple random walk on binary trees, we establish the near-independent nature of extremal points for the λ-biased walk, and deduce the scaling limit of the cover time.
Introduction

The model and main results
For any tree T, we denote its root by ∅, and we add the artificial node ← − ∅ to be the parent of ∅. Denote |x| the height of x ∈ T, starting from | ← − ∅ | = −1, |∅| = 0. Write x ≤ y for y being a descendant of x, let x k be the ancestor of x at height k ≤ |x|, and let ← −
x be the parent of x = ← − ∅ . Let x ∧ y be the common ancestor of x, y ∈ T with maximum height.
We set T n to be the subtree of T up to height n (from ← − ∅ to generation n), and T x the subtree of T rooted at x. Let Z n be the number of nodes in the n-th generation, Z n = |x|=n 1 and Z x n the number of descendants of x in the n-th generation, Z x n = |y|=n,x≤y 1. Write ν x for number of children of x, ν x = ← − y =x 1.
The trees considered here are supercritical Galton-Watson trees, i.e. each node except ← − ∅ have iid children distribution (the distribution of Z 1 ), and we denote its probability distribution by P T . By supercritical we mean m = E T (Z 1 ) ∈ (1, ∞). Since we shall focus on the asymptotic behavior of cover time for T n , it is natural to condition upon survival, thus we shall work on P T (·|survival), which we note as P(·|S) for simplicity. We remark that by knowledge of branching processes (Theorem 1, p.9, [5] ), given that E T (Z 1 log Z 1 ) < ∞, P T (·|S)-almost surely, W := lim n→∞ Z n m n ∈ (0, ∞).
(1.1)
Given any tree T with Z n > 0, we consider a continuous time Markov jump process (X n (t)) t≥0 on T n starting at ← − ∅ , where at each node one jumps to adjacent nodes in exponential time with transition rates as follows: For x ∈ T n \{ ← − φ }, (in T n we set ν x = 0 if |x| = n),
and at the artificial root we let p( ← − ∅ , ∅) = 1. The probability measure of the walk is denoted by P w .
We aim at estimating the cover time T cov n (T) = inf {t : {X n (s), 0 ≤ s ≤ t} = T n } . Since everything depends on the environment T, we omit it in notions like T cov n = T cov n (T). Our main result is:
1 ) < ∞, for P T (·|S)-almost surely any tree T, and any x ∈ R, when λ > m,
when λ = m,
Remark 1.2.
(1) The same is true for the corresponding discrete-time walk, since at T cov n , the continuous walk takes Poisson(T cov n ) steps (a Poisson distribution of expected value T cov n ), which is with high probability T cov n + O((T cov n ) 1/2+ǫ ) steps, and this number obeys the same estimation as T cov n . (2) We only require a few loose conditions on the tree distribution P T , for details see Remark 2.2. In particular, binary trees are well qualified for the theorem, in which case we have W = 1, m = 2, Z n = 2 n .
(3) The result seems to have little resemblance to the simple random walk case (which correspond to λ = 1), this is actually due to differences in the the time required to perform one excursion (a round trip from ← − ∅ ). In fact the biased case agrees with the simple random case in first order if we look at the number of excursions directly, for details see Remark 3.5 (2).
Related works
Cover time T cov (G) for a finite graphs G = (V, E) is a fundamental paremeter to study for random walks (Section 2, Lovász [17] ). For a general n-node graph G n , a tight bound for its cover time was given in Feige [15] , [16] (
Bounds using hitting time were given in Matthews [18] ,
where H(u, v) is the expected time for the walk starting at u to hit v. Up to the first order approximation, a general bound with Gaussian free field (GFF) was given in Ding et al. [12] and enhanced in Zhai [19] , both by using the second Ray-Knight theorem,
, and R eff is the effective resistance (cf. [3] ). More precise results can be obtained if we restrict to particular graphs. Postponding our topic of trees to the next paragraph, the most studied situation is the two-dimensional torus. The first order estimation of its cover time was determined in Dembo et al. [10] , then the result was ameliorated in Ding [11] , Belius and Kistler [6] , Abe [1] , and most recently Belius et al. [7] to the extend that
where M is a 2-dimensional manifold with some regularity conditions, A M is the area of M, and T cov ǫ (M) is the time for the walk to intersect every ball of radius ǫ on M.
As for trees, the first order approximation for m-ary trees was first obtained in Aldous [2] using recursive equations,
General walks on Galton-Watson trees were studied Andreoletti and Debs [4] by a second moment method: on the recurrent case with some regularity assumptions, R n = (γ + o(1)) log n generations are covered in n steps, where γ is an explicit constant (reciprocal to the constant of law of large number for branching random walk). The case of simple random walk on binary trees received extensive studies recently, originally as a counterexample showing that in second order, cover time is no longer determined by the corresponding GFF (cf. [13] ). A second order result with error O(log log 8 n) was given in Ding and Zeitouni [13] , then refined to O(1) in Belius et al. [8] by second moment methods, and a scaling limit was given in Cortines et al. [9] using an extremal landscape approach,
for some implicit constant C and explicit distribution Z (the sum of two independent copies of the limit of the derivative martingale associated with the branching random walk). Particularly in [9] , the authors noticed a clustering extremal landscape (Theorem 5.1, [9] ): at a suitable time, if two nodes with low local time share the same ancestor in a generation of order O(n 1/2−ǫ ), then (with high probability) they have the same ancestors all the way until a generation of order n − O(1). This inspired us to look for properties of similar style in the biased case, leading to the key observation in our proof (Lemma 3.2) that non-visited nodes (up to a suitable time, with high probability) never share ancestors after generations of order n − O(log n).
Proof outline
For simplicity let us focus first on a well-behaved tree such as binary trees. A standard trick is to use excursion time and local times defined below:
(2) To establish the relation between t cov n and T cov n , we define
(3) Finally we define the (renormalized) local times as
where π n is the stationary distribution normalized at π n (
This definition gives
which shows that T cov n can be estimated by studying t cov n and τ n , and τ n is in turn determined by local times. In fact, the local time distribution is explicit by a standard electric network argument, and τ n can be determined via a second moment method. The key component of the proof is to determine t cov n : we observe that non-visited nodes (up to a suitable time, with high probability) have distinct ancestors in generations n − O(log n), and all influences before the generations n − O(log n) are ignorable. Thus we end up with Z n−O(log n) nearly-independent small trees each providing at most one non-visited node, by which we can estimate t cov n . The paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we give the regularity conditions on trees and determine the distribution of local times, In Chapter 3 we establish the scaling limit for t cov n , and in Chapter 4 we translate the result of t cov n to the real time T cov n by studying τ n and finish the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Preliminaries
The trees
Some regularity properties on profiles are needed for the environment.:
Proof. By (1.1), we may take W (T) ∈ (0, ∞) and n(T) large enough such that
Then (2.3) follows from Remark 1, p.56, [5] ,
Given [5] ), thus by Markov's inequality,
then by the union bound,
This together with (2.3) give (2.4). We remark that |x|=n−r (Z x n ) 2 is monotone in r by construction, thus the statement in r n can be improved to all 0 ≤ r ≤ r n .
As for (2.5), we may assume n large enough such that (2.3) is true for all generations after log n, thus
and for i < log n we use Markov's inequality.
Remark 2.2. Notice that Lemma 2.1 is the only requirement for P T . Moreover, (2.3) and (2.5) only affects some non-central elements in the proves, for the key estimations of t cov n we only need (2.4) and a weak version of (2.3) (such as Z n /m n is asymptotically bounded). Thus this result may apply for environments other than Galton-Watson trees.
The local times
In this section, we fix an arbitrary surviving tree T. The first thing to do is to give a description of local times: 
and let L(X) denote the distribution of a random variable X, then
Proof. By the memorylessness property of exponential distribution (X ∼ Exp (1), then L(X|X > c) = L(X)), L x n (t) is only affected by local times on the ray from ← − ∅ to x, independent of movements on other branches or offsprings of x.
By the theory of reversible Markov chain, we know that ((3.24), p.69, [3] )
where R eff (a, b) is the effective resistance between two nodes a and b. In our case, the resistance between ← − ∅ and x is 1 + λ + · · · + λ |x| = σ 2 |x| . (To check Upon arrival at x, it escapes back to ← − ∅ in exponential time, with rate
To sum up, the total time spent at x has distribution PG t
Recall that local time is normalized by 1 π , and the result follows. Conditioned at y, the proof is similar. Only to notice that the normalization is used twice at both x and y, and the resistance in between is replaced by σ 2 |x| − σ 2 |y| . We remark that our definition of local time is on T n , but its explicit distribution is universal, thus it can easily be extended to the entire tree T, therefore we shall use the extension L x (t) in place of L x n (t). Lemma 2.4. (2) If x > y, with the same setting as (1) we have P(X ≤ 1) ≤ e 2 √ xy−x−y .
Proof. (1) is clear by definition. For (2), by the Chernoff bound, guarantees that θ > 0.
We now introduce some basic Gaussian free field (GFF) notions. We remark that by the simple structure of effective resistance for trees, if we attach an independent Gaussian variable N x ∼ N 0, λ |x| 2 on each edge ( ← −
x , x) and let η x = y≤x N y , then (η x ) x∈T is a DGFF.
Theorem 2.6. (Second Ray-Knight theorem [14] ) Let (η), (η ′ ) be two independent DGFF, which are independent of the random walk. For any t > 0,
We remark that in our case this can be directly proved by induction.
Proof. We first recall the tail of Gaussian, for x > 0 and X ∼ N (0, 1),
Then by the union bound, when A n (µ) > 0,
Excursion time
In this section, let µ ∈ R be an arbitrary constant, we fix a tree T conformal to Lemma 2.1, and consider n large enough to ensure Lemma 2.1 and A n (µ) > 0.
By the exponential structure of σ 2 n , it is intuitively clear that influences before generations of order n − O(log n) are insignificant. We formulate it as the regularity of local times:
n A n (µ) 2 , recall that r n = [3 log λ n], we denote by R n the event
Then P w (R n ) → 1, when n → ∞.
x , for any surviving tree T, by Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.7, with probability Now we present the key observation that non-visited nodes up to t µ n almost never have the same ancestors in the generation n − r n : Lemma 3.2. With any possible local times at layer n − r n − 1 conform to R n (we denote this condition by L ∈ R n for simplicity) and the same ǫ(λ) as in Lemma 2.1,
Proof. Let w = y ∧z be the latest common ancestor of y and z, |w| = n−s ≥ n − r n , x = w n−rn−1 . Fix δ(λ) > 0 (to be determined in (3.6)). By Lemma 3.1, conditioned on {L ∈ R n }, we have L x (t µ n ) > (1 − δ)t µ n with n large enough.
Omit t µ n in local times for simplicity, we have
. For the first term, by Lemma 2.4 (2),
where we abuse the notion PG(a, b) for a random variable with the distribution PG(a, b), independent of everything else. For the second term, similarly by Lemma 2.4 (1),
which is always possible when λ > 1.
The above is enough to deduce the cover time of the n-th generation, however a Galton-Watson tree may have leaves in previous generations, they are treated separately here:
P w (∃|x| < n, L x (t µ n ) = 0) = o(1). Proof. By the union bound, this probability is less than
then the conclusion follows from (2.5).
Returning to the last generation, by Lemma 3.2, at time t µ n the unvisited nodes are almost independent, forming something intuitively like binomial distributions of parameter B(n, c n ) converging to the Poisson distribution Poisson(c). We conclude on formulating this intuition: (1) .
Then notice that Notice that conditioned on local times of layer n − r n − 1, (T x ) |x|=n−rn are independent, so for any θ > 0 we have
where the error functions and limitations are uniform for {L ∈ R n }. Therefore by Lemma 3.1,
Finally by Lemma 3.2 and the union bound again, we know that #E µ n = #F µ n with probability 1 − o(1), so #F µ n has the same distributional limit as #E µ n . As for (3.8), by Lemma 3.3 and (1), P w (t cov n ≤ t µ n ) = P w (#F µ n = 0) + o(1) → e −e −µ , then we use log Z n → n log m + log W to expend t µ n .
Remark 3.5.
(1) We have the same formula for t cov n if the tree T n is replaced by Z n independent nodes attached to the root with bias σ n , for this reason we say the phenomenon is near-independent.
(2) When λ → 1, σ 2 n → n, and our result for the binary tree would be t cov n ≈ n 2 log 2 + O(n), whereas the simple random walk estimation ( [8] ) is t cov n = n 2 log 2 − n log n + O(n). Lack of the second order term O(n log n) is due to different extremal landscapes.
(3) Following exactly the same structure of the proof (change L x (t µ n ) = 0 to η x > f (n, µ), use Lemma 2.7 to replace the R n bound), we can show that (same as Z n iid N (0, σ 2 n /2))
(4) If we compare the cover time with the maximum of the corresponding DGFF in case of binary trees as suggested in [12] , [13] , we have
This difference in second order is due to different tails of Gaussian and local time distributions (see Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.7).
From excursion time to real time
By bounding the variance with a barrier estimation, we show that errors caused by the conversion from t cov n to T cov n is ignorable:
9)
Var w (τ n (t n )) = o t n λ n s 2 n n .
(4.10)
Proof. The expected value (4.9) is clear by E w (L x (t n )) = t n and |x|=k ν x = Z k+1 . As for (4.10), conditioned at L x∧y (t n ), we have L x (t n ) and L y (t n ) independent with expectation L x∧y (t n ), thus by Lemma 2.4 (1),
where the last line is by using
Now it suffice to prove that Proof. It suffice to prove for any T conformal to Lemma 2.1. By (1.2), Lemma 4.1 and Chebyshev's inequality, for any α > 0, P w (T cov n ≤ 2s n t µ n ) ≤ P w (τ n (t cov n ) ≤ 2s n t µ n ) ≤ P w (t cov n ≤ t µ+α n ) + P w (t cov n > t µ+α n , |τ n (t cov n ) − 2t cov n s n | > 2s n (t cov n − t µ n )) ≤ (1 + o (1) Similarly, for any α > 0, and any β(α) > 0 small enough, P w (T cov n ≤ 2s n t µ n ) ≥ P w (τ n (t cov n + β) ≤ 2s n t µ n ) ≥ P w τ n (t cov n + β) ≤ 2s n t µ n , t cov n ≤ t µ−α n = P w t cov n ≤ t µ−α n − P w τ n (t cov n + β) ≥ 2s n t µ n , t cov n ≤ t µ−α n → e −e −µ+α , this gives the other half and finishes the proof.
Since s n is not standard, we expand it showing a phase transition at λ = m, this finishes the proof of our main theorem. For λ = m there is no neat form for s n = n i=0 W i with error o(1), so we do not have similar simplified formula.
